
 

Curriculum information. 

Hawk Class Summer 2017 

Ahoy there me hearties! I cannot actually believe that this is the last curriculum letter 

of the year. It has been a highly successful year and we are going to finish off this 

summer term with a fitting topic – ‘Seaside and Pirates. 

We have many exciting activities planned, including a come to school as a Pirate Day. This 

term our topic will be a mixture of Fiction and Non Fiction themes to capture your child’s 

imagination. Our role play area will be a lighthouse for the first term and will become a 

Pirate ship for the second term. 

Thank you for all your support this year and let us celebrate in pirate style! 

                                                                                                                                

Communication, Language and Literacy  

This term we will be continuing with our Phonics programme, recapping previous sounds 

taught, learning trick words and using these in their writing. Your child will be 

encouraged to read phonic books and simple sentence reading books.                                                                            

 

Children will be learning the story of the Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch and doing work 

related to this story. The children will be designing sandwiches and picnic items to put in 

Mr Grinling’s basket. Children will be acting out the story and adapting it to make it their 

own. The children will be making lists for Pirates to take on their adventures, designing 

and labelling treasure maps and writing messages in bottles. 

 

Maths                               

For Maths we will be covering topics such as counting, recognition of 

numbers, 1 more, 1 less, addition, subtraction, number patterns, ordinal 

numbers, 2D and 3D shapes, height, length, capacity, weight, doubling and halving 

numbers 

 

Expressive Arts and Design 

The children will be designing and building their very own lighthouses. Making storm 

pictures using sand. Creating characters from the Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch Story.’ The 

children will be making pirate props and parrots. They will be continuing to explore how 

sounds can be changed using percussion instruments and joining in with familiar class 

songs.  They will also be practising songs for their class assembly as well as learning sea 

shanties. 

 

Understanding the World                                  

 

The children will be learning about the similarities and differences between 

where we live and the seaside. The children will be exploring different rock 

pool creatures.  

 

Personal Social and Emotional Development 
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This term the children will continue to develop their social skills, confidence and self-

esteem. Children will be concentrating on relationships and how to be kind to one 

another. The children will also be exploring changes and how they will transition into 

their Year 1 class. 

 

Physical Development 

We will be taking part in regular outdoor PE lessons so we would prefer that the children’s 

PE kit is always available in school. P.E kits will be returned at the end of the half term 

for washing, unless you wish to wash them more regularly.  Please help your child gain 

independence when dressing themselves e.g. fastening buttons and putting shoes on etc. 

Children will need a pair of trainers and joggers in school for those colder PE days. Please 

also ensure that a pair of wellies are kept in school. 

This term the children will be doing athletics and games they will be working on having 

increasing control over an object in pushing, patting, throwing catching or kicking. As 

well as sports day activities. We are hoping to get some Forest School sessions planned 

into the second term, a separate letter will be coming out to explain this. 

 

Homework 

All children will continue to have regular simple homework to consolidate their learning.  

 

Please continue practising sound flash cards, word cards, captions, books and letter 

formation. Once they are confident in blending regular words, the children will also 

have tricky words which are unable to be sounded out and must be learnt by heart. All 

of these will be checked throughout the week and new words be issued as needed. They 

will also take home Maths based homework every Friday. This should be returned on 

the following Monday. 

 

Please feel free to come and visit the classroom after school to see what we 

have been doing and if you have any ideas or questions our door is always open. 

                                                                                                                              

Mrs Rose and Mrs Taylor                                                  
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